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self  / You’d be more careful of  your breath” (p. 6). It connects the smell of  
the slums and the Burnsian “hell of  all diseases” (p. 16), toothache. The 
pervading imagery of  teeth threateningly dominates the whole poem in a 


































in the world / In everything worth having”  (p. 2). The misery of   the 
slums is the metaphorical reflection of  a cultural one, of  the Glaswegians’ 














urban scotland in hugh macdiarmid’s glasgow poems
Amusingly picturing a Glasgow street to denounce a hopeless  lack of  
culture, the narrative voice then condemns “The unflagging and nau-





























and culture:  the  lack of  creation and creativity. The compositions of  
the “howling fools” are “arrangements”, betraying their mere ability to 
organise already existing materials rather than creating new ones. 













































   8.  In the “Third Hymn to Lenin”, “a sense of  general impotence compels” (Complete Poems, Vol. 2, 
p. 899) in a country whose people MacDiarmid declares “the prize eunuchs of  Europe” (p. 897).


























































































































   16.  The narrator tells the people of  Glasgow: “Life passes through Glasgow too. And most of  
you—simply let it pass” (p. 17).











































































































Scots  react and rebuild a nation along communist  lines. As  though he 
were a patrician orator addressing the plebs, the narrator uses the pro-
noun “you”. He pities the fact that “They wouldn’t be in the picture if  
it wasn’t  for your votes”  (p. 19). The  speaker  seems  to  talk  to Scots as 






































































































   25.  In addition, the reference to the unexplained concept of  “the one thing left untouched” (pp. 13–4) 
sometimes appears to correspond to aboulia, communism or relations between men.
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